Gobblers Prance Past VMI 7-2

BLACKSBURG — Virginia Tech took advantage of six VMI errors and added eight hits of its own as the Gobblers downed the Keydets, 7-2, Thursday.

Tech took a 2-0 lead in the third on a two-run single by Danny Shriebes and then added four more runs in the seventh as VMI made four errors and Tech collected just two singles.

Shriebes also had a single and Mike Dixon had two for Tech, while Rod Brewer had a single and double as did pitcher Charlie Little for VMI.

VMI .......... 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 5 6
Va. Tech ... 0 0 2 0 0 1 4 0 x 7 8 0
Little and Upton; Watkins and Shriebes.